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Group/Student Identification

Towards the end of the 16th century cosmology and astronomy were, as they had been 
traditionally, two distinct disciplines. The former concerned the definition of the physical structure of the Universe, and was the
province of philosophers. The latter aimed instead to record the positions of the heavenly bodies, and was the realm of
mathematicians. To maintain the dual social function of astronomy - determining the calendar accurately and predicting the
positions of the planets for drawing up horoscopes - the mathematical astronomers had developed over the centuries a set of
graduated measurement instruments to be used by the naked eye.

Such outstanding figures as Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543) and Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) had already tried to resolve the
dichotomy between cosmology and astronomy, and to define the structure of the Universe through accurate observations; but
it was only the invention of the telescope that merged the two fields of knowledge materially. The telescope - a non-graduated
instrument that 
revealed the true nature of the stars - introduced an entirely new mode of observing the sky. This premise is indispensable for
understanding the colossal impact the instrument was to have on seventeenth-century science and society.

Galileo's	telescope

Setting: Room	VII
Inventor: Galileo	Galilei
Maker: Galileo	Galilei
Place: Italian
Date: late	1609	-	early	1610
Materials: wood,	leather
Dimensions: length	927	mm
Inventory: 2428

Original	telescope	made	by	Galileo	consisting	of	a	main	tube	with	separate	housings	at	either	end	for	the	objective	and
the	eyepiece.	The	 tube	 is	 formed	by	 strips	of	wood	 joined	 together.	 It	 is	 covered	with	 red	 leather	 (which	has	become
brown	with	the	passage	of	time)	with	gold	tooling.	The	plano-convex	objective,	with	the	convex	side	facing	outward,	has
a	diameter	of	37	mm,	an	aperture	of	15	mm,	a	 focal	 length	of	980	mm,	and	a	 thickness	at	 the	center	of	2.0	mm.	The
original	eyepiece	was	lost	and	was	replaced	in	the	nineteenth	century	by	a	biconcave	eyepiece	with	a	diameter	of	22	mm,
a	 thickness	at	 the	center	of	1.8	mm,	and	a	 focal	 length	of	-47.5	mm	(the	negative	 focal	 length	means	 that	 the	 lens	 is
diverging).	The	 instrument's	magnification	 is	21	and	 its	 field	of	view	15'.	 It	 is	 registered	 in	 the	1704	 inventory	of	 the
Uffizi	Gallery	as	"A	telescope	of	Galileo	1	2/3	braccia	[973	mm]	long	in	two	pieces	to	lengthen	it,	covered	with	leather
of	 several	 colors	 and	gold	 tooling,	with	 two	 lenses,	 of	which	 the	 eyepiece	 is	 at	 an	 angle":	 the	 eyepiece	was	 thus	 still
present,	but	 loose	 in	 its	housing.	By	 the	end	of	 the	eighteenth	century,	 it	was	missing.	 In	1611,	Prince	Federico	Cesi,
founder	of	the	Accademia	dei	Lincei,	suggested	calling	this	instrument	telescopio	[from	the	Greek	tēle	("far")	and	scopeo
("I	see")].
Galileo	 designed	 ingenious	 accessories	 for	 the	 telescope's	 various	 applications.	 One	 of	 the	 most	 important	 was	 the

The first evidence of Galileo's espousal of heliocentrism came in a letter to Kepler of 1597, in which he described himself as a
long-standing Copernican. His astronomical discoveries of 1610, achieved thanks to the telescope, thus came as a
confirmation of earlier-held beliefs. With the Sidereus Nuncius, Galileo inaugurated modern cosmology. He showed that the
Moon had Earth-like valleys and mountains; that the Milky Way is not a denser part of the heavens, but an impressive array of
stars; and that Jupiter is surrounded by four satellites. These discoveries destroyed the very foundations of Aristotelian-
Ptolemaic cosmology. Later, Galileo made other extraordinary observations that bolstered his Copernican faith: the strange
appearances of Saturn, the phases of Venus, and sunspots.

In this activity you will discover the properties of lenses and how to use them to create a Galileo and a Kepler telescopes.

Lenses

Galileo and Keples telescopes use lenses.

Here, you can see the objective lens used by Galileo for many observations in 1609-1610. In 1610, he was the first to observe
Jupiter's moons, which he called the "Medicean Planets." He announced his great discovery in Sidereus Nuncius [The Starry
Messenger], published in Venice the same year.

Galileo's	objective	lens

Setting: Room	VII
Author: Vittorio	Crosten	(frame)
Date: lens:	late	1609	-	early	1610	/	frame:	1677
Materials: lens:	glass,	gilt	brass	/	frame:	ivory,	ebony
Dimensions: lens	diameter	38	mm	/	frame	410x300	mm
Inventory: 2429

Objective	lens	used	by	Galileo	for	many	observations	in	1609-1610.	In	1610,	he	was	the	first	to	observe	Jupiter's	moons,
which	he	called	the	"Medicean	Planets."	He	announced	his	great	discovery	in	Sidereus	Nuncius	[The	Starry	Messenger],
published	in	Venice	the	same	year.	Galileo	donated	the	lens	of	the	telescope	with	which	he	made	the	discovery	to	Grand
Duke	Cosimo	II.	At	a	later	date,	the	lens	was	accidentally	cracked.	After	Galileo's	death	(1642)	the	lens	was	kept	in	the
Guardaroba	[Wardrobe]	of	Prince	(later	Cardinal)	Leopold	de'	Medici.	When	Leopold	died	(1675),	the	lens	was	added	to
the	Medici	 collection	 in	 the	Uffizi	 Gallery.	 The	 collection	 remained	 there	 until	 1793,	 when	 it	 was	 transferred	 to	 the
Museo	di	Fisica	e	Storia	Naturale.	In	the	mid-nineteenth	century,	the	lens	was	displayed	in	the	Tribuna	di	Galileo	with
other	Galilean	memorabilia.
In	1677,	the	Medici	commissioned	Vittorio	Crosten	to	build	the	ebony	frame	in	which	the	lens	has	since	been	preserved.

But how do lenses work?

Use the 3 given lenses. Hold one 20 cm in front of your eye. Ask a colleague to hold a pencil (the object) and move it to you
and away from you. Move ONLY the object!

1- Observe the lenses, observe the object through the 3 lenses, search on the internet and fill the table bellow.

2- What happens to the object image when the object is close to the concave lens?

3- How does the image turn upright with the convex lens?

4- With the support of your experiments and observations can you explain what "Focal point" and "Focal length" are?

Lenses Investigation

5- Put the 30mm lens vertically on the table. Use the RGB LEDs as your object and turn all the LEDs on. As show in the photo,
put a white paper (your screen) on the other side of the lens.

Move the screen to and away from the lens until you get a clear image (you may need to adjust the LEDs' position). Register
the image characteristics (orientation, size, etc.).

6- In the next simulation, choose the option "LENSES AND MIRRORS" and then the biconvex lens. Explore the simulation.

Compare your previous experiment with the simulation and explain why the image appears upside down on the screen.

7- Repete the experiment explained in the point 5, but now use the lens with the focal length of -30mm. Can you make a clear
image of the LEDs?

8- Choose the option "LENSES AND MIRRORS" and then the biconcave lens. Explore the simulation.

9- Compare your experiment with the simulation. Explain why the experiment image is blur and why you cannot create an
image on the screen.

10- Can you explain the difference between a "real image" and a "virtual image"?

11- Can you create a virtual image with the 30mm lens? And a real image with the -30mm lens? Explore the simulation once
more and discover by yourself.

Explain your discoveries in the box bellow.

12- Watch the video:

What kind of image (real or virtual) do you have to produce to take a picture or create a movie with your mobile? Why?

Telescopes

13- Now, you are going to make your first Galileo telescope, as Galileo Galilei did in 1609, and then the Kepler telescope,
proposed by Johann Kepler in 1611. Watch the video:

Use the table to register the objective lens and eyepiece lens used in Galileo and Kepler telescopes.

14- In the simulation, choose the "BUILD A TELESCOPE" option. Afterwards, create a Galileo and a Kepler telescope. Make a
"Print Screen" of each telescope and give the file the correct name ("Galileo Telescope" or "Kepler Telescope").

Put your "Print Screen" files on the aplication bellow.

14- With the 3 lenses that you have, create a Galileo and a Kepler telescope. Compute the telescope magnification knowing
that in a telescope, the magnification is given by the numerical relation between the focal length of the objective and that of the
eyepiece.

15- Compare the Magnification signal with the image orientation. What is the relation between them?

Galileo Play

16- The astronomical discoveries that Galileo published encountered first the opposition, and later the outright hostility of the
ecclesiastical authorities. His dogged support of Copernicus' views was considered unacceptable in that it ran counter to the
Holy Scripture's assertions. Thus Galileo was reported to the Court of the Inquisition for the first time in 1616, his trial ending in
a warning to him to abandon his heliocentric position. He was reported to the authorities again in 1632, after publishing his
Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems, a work that was openly Copernican in inspiration. This time the trial ended
with Galileo's condemnation on the grounds of "vehement suspicion of heresy" and his dramatic abjuration before the
Inquisitors. The event had an enormous impact both in Italy and in the rest of Europe, and it resulted in the Catholic Church's
close monitoring of the protagonists of scientific research, and of their achievements.
This painting from Robert-Fleury Joseph Nicolas, from 1847, with the title of "Galilée devant le Saint-Office au Vatican". The
serious charges that caused the trial of 1633 to end with the scientist's conviction on suspicion of heresy and his subsequent
abjuration.

Do some research on the painting and summarize your findings in the box bellow.

17- Prepare a play that represents the painting scene and reflects your painting research. Each member of the group must be
part of the play, representing one of the characters. Use the "StoryboardThat" application to create the scenes and the
diologues between the characters.

Create	your	own	at	Storyboard	That
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Leave the StoryboardThat (PDF file) of your play here.

18- Prepare and act to your class. The best play can represent your class in your school!

Thru the eyes of Galileo
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